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Key themes and investor takeaways
We think the investment environment in the second half of 2020 will be defined by a few key themes: 

  Charting the path of demand destruction .......................................................................  3

  n The Great Lockdown

  n Scenarios for the COVID-19 (and post-COVID-19) recovery

  n Corporate profits still drive our markets story

  n Policy transition is essential to recovery 

  n Inflation and market rates are likely to stay low

  n The U.S. is not an island: international impacts 

  n COVID-19’s impact on our investment thesis 

  Portfolio allocation after COVID-19  ..................................................................................  16

  n Investors face powerful crosscurrents

  n High volatility means portfolio adjustments will be acutely felt

  n For every shape of recovery there is an optimal tactical positioning 

  n Our positioning: candidly cautious 

  Accelerate or ideate? Investing in a new landscape  .................................................   24

  n Seven ideas for the future state of investing 

  n Identifying opportunity amid structural change 

Based on our views, we believe the following takeaways are key for investors:

Theme Uncertainty clouds the 
investment environment

Corporate profitability  
will be challenged

Opportunities arise  
amid structural change

Market 
Implication

Maintain portfolio risk levels 
close to benchmark risk. 
Carefully consider factor 
diversification and take 
hedges seriously.

Distinguish between market 
optimism and exuberance. 
Invest in companies with 
strong balance sheets and 
resilient business models. 

Take advantage of disruption: 
Invest in durable themes with 
good management teams.  
Seek high conviction at a 
reasonable price.

How to Invest n Diversified income sources 
n Gold 
n Portfolio construction 
n Cyclicals as hedge

n Yield-focused equities
n High-quality credits
n Large caps 
n Active management

n Infrastructure
n Active real estate
n Data management and  
 security
n ESG 
n Private assets

We pride ourselves in leveraging the breadth and depth of the New York Life Investments 
platform in guiding our business partners through the rapidly changing investment environment. 
Learn more about the New York Life Investments Multi-Asset Solutions team and our 
partnerships on page 36. 
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Eye of the storm:  
navigating COVID-19’s crosscurrents 
In our 2020 outlook, released in December, we expressed concerns about economic  
and market vulnerability. Companies, having experienced decelerating profits since 2015,  
did not have an adequate buffer against risk. Valuations were elevated, forward-looking 
economic data had grown a bit wobbly, and trade frictions had tested global supply chains. 
The threat to investment portfolios was that the bull market’s end could come swiftly and 
without warning.

COVID-19’s spread, or more specifically, efforts to contain the spread, have magnified these 
market risks. On its own, the financial ramifications of the virus to the U.S. would be serious. 
Exacerbated by these pre-existing economic weaknesses, it risks creating a chain reaction.

We believe the virus’s path and the effectiveness of policy response to it will define the 
economic and investment environment from here. That said, any outlook related to the 
economy, policy, or earnings is going to be highly uncertain. That means we can expect to 
experience moments of market excitement, as well as periods of profound disappointment.

In times of high market volatility, any deviation from an investor’s strategic benchmark will  
be acutely felt. Most investors would be best served by staying invested, and avoiding 
deviations from their long-term goals. 

Fueled by extraordinary fiscal and monetary policy support, consumer and corporate  
debt levels have increased, financial assets have become more expensive, and the creative 
destruction that normally accompanies an economic downturn has been delayed. For now, 
potential upside drivers are limited, while downside risks are considerable and often ignored. 

We favor a balanced approach to income generation, allowing investors to participate 
appropriately in any upside while relying less on price appreciation to add value to  
their portfolios. 

We also encourage investors to take stock of the ways that COVID-19 will accelerate, or in 
some cases, completely re-imagine investment themes. Clear trends towards digitization, 
data processing, and supply chain fortification present opportunities for innovative investing. 

Timing economic and credit cycles is extremely difficult, and volatility is sure to be  
present. Investors should consider active management, particularly in higher risk or  
lower conviction strategies. 

Our instinct is to remain conservative in our investment policy. Despite 
a global recession, we have yet to witness the hallmark attributes that 
entice us to take a meaningful overweight in risk assets. 
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Charting the path of 
demand destruction 

As we turned the calendar to 2020, we were concerned about financial market outcomes 
for the year. At the macro level, things looked good. The economy was progressing at a 
moderate pace, the labor market was strong, consumers were spending, and financial 
conditions were favorable. Digging deeper, cracks in the expansion’s foundation had 
become more apparent. Profit margins had clearly peaked, earnings were under pressure, 
and leverage was building. 

All this mattered then because it left companies with minimal buffer against risk. It matters 
now because it informs how the economy will recover from the ongoing COVID-19 crisis. 

The Great Lockdown 
COVID-19 has proven to be a true black swan risk. The size and scale of its impact has 
been felt globally in health, economic, and market risks. First is the virus’s impact on 
human health. Even with containment measures taken so far, the United States is on track1 
to face 500,000 deaths by the end of 2021. 

The resulting IMF-named “Great Lockdown” has formed a crater in economic output as 
well. Global GDP is set to contract by about 45% in Q2 2020. In the U.S. alone, more  
than 23 million people had lost their jobs, at least temporarily. Swift and sizable fiscal and 
monetary support were required to bridge the gap created by this virus. This response  
has helped to take some of the worst-case scenarios off the table. 

Even in the span of one quarter, this has become old news. All U.S. states have begun 
reopening, with many turning their attention to further easing measures. That is good  
news for the economy in the short run, and we have seen the results — strong upticks in 
confidence and spending relative to their low base. 

The main risk now is that the political and economic cost of virus containment will be too 
high for governments and consumers, who will then ignore distancing restrictions and 
engage in risky behaviors too early. Rapid contagion in many states underscores this risk. 
The problem for the economy, and for financial markets, is that the tradeoff between virus 
containment and the economy is a false one. Even as restrictions are eased, areas facing 
outbreaks will find it hard to sustain economic growth if consumers retrench after seeing 
new spikes in hospitalization rates.

1. According to COVID-19 case data reported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, if U.S. deaths 
from COVID-19 continue at the daily pace seen on average in June 2020 so far through 2021, the total death 
count would reach 548,000 by the end of 2021 (as of 6/26/20). 
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Scenarios for the COVID-19 recovery
We do not have a crystal ball, and investment always involves risk. Still, we have 
developed a base-case scenario for the economy and markets moving forward. This  
is defined by our expectations for two main drivers of the economic environment from 
here — the virus’s path and policy effectiveness — as well as by the consumer and 
business activity that they engender. Readers skeptical of this perspective should 
consider our other scenarios, and the investment options presented in the next section 
of this outlook, to explore thoughtful approaches to the many risks we face ahead. 

Rebounding growth, but lower activity levels 
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High growth rates from a low base still result 
in lower economic activity overall  

50% decrease 
results in decline 
from 100 to 50

50% increase 
results in growth 
from 50 to 75

The result is still 25% 
lower than before

Source: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions, 2020. For illustrative purposes only. 

The U.S. economy is likely to experience high economic growth rates in the coming months, as businesses 
reopen from a state of shutdown. However, investors should be wary of growth rates compared to overall 
economic volume. Even high growth rates, when taken from a low base, can mean lower economic activity 
compared to pre-COVID-19 periods. Lower aggregate activity means lower company revenues, resulting in  
less cash flow to pay down debt, buy down shares, pay a dividend, or invest in future projects. 



An uneven recovery
We expect COVID-19 to create three basic groups in the U.S. population: 

 Risk tolerant people who will re-enter society as the government deems safe

 Risk averse people who will worry about contagion 

 Vulnerable groups who must stay home no matter their risk tolerance 

Base case scenario: 
Our base case scenario acknowledges that policy support has been effective in 
eliminating worst-case scenarios for households and corporations, but expects 
investment and consumer spending to be damaged for some time.

We find a steady, sustained recovery highly unlikely. The U.S. was not successful in 
containing the first wave of COVID-19 infections, meaning that its path to conquering 
the virus will be uneven. Even in places where restrictions are eased, physically 
vulnerable or otherwise risk-averse populations are likely to remain hesitant to  
re-engage with the economy. 

The hardest-hit businesses — small companies with razor-thin margins, little buffer 
against risk, and spotty access to financing — are often those relying on strong 
consumer spending and sentiment. In that sense, even an 85% return to economic 
“normal” could prove enormously challenging for these businesses and their employees. 

As a result, we expect a wave of corporate defaults and local business bankruptcies 
is still to come. Policy support has helped companies bridge the gap created by the 
virus-related shutdown, but it may prove less effective at convincing people to spend 
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How big is group       ? 

People age 65+:  18%    

People with cancer:  1.3%

People with immunodeficiencies:  4.3%

Total group       population:  23.6%

2

3

1

Even as shutdown restrictions ease, significant portions of the population will  
be unable or unwilling to re-engage with the economy at pre-COVID-19 levels.  

3

3

Sources: New York Life Investments Multi-Asset Solutions; Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; U.S. Census Bureau; 6/26/20.
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at stores or restaurants. Lower cost of public financing has bought us more time 
against a larger wave of defaults, but it is unclear that policy has been effective in 
keeping workers anchored to their places of employment. A labor mismatch will create 
a drag on durable economic growth. 

Economic activity likely reached a bottom in May, and we believe will rebound quickly from 
its lows, but only to a point. We anticipate that a full recovery could take more than two 
years, creating a drag on prices, corporate profits, worker wages, and consumer spending. 

Optimistic scenario: 
Admittedly, monetary and fiscal policy actions supporting the economy against the 
impact of lockdowns have contributed to better-than-expected outcomes to date. 
While case volumes are still rising in the U.S., many states have been successful in 
curbing the virus’s once-exponential growth path. 

While we think it is unlikely, we would be pleasantly surprised by a scenario in which 
medical advances and targeted policy allow economic reopening to proceed steadily 
from here, without incident, and without permanent damage to consumer spending or 
investment activity. To achieve this outcome, swift and sophisticated medical advances 
would be required, and would need to be proven safe for vulnerable populations. In 
this case, more people could return to work, and the accompanying rebound in 
consumer activity would support business profitability and hiring. 

Fiscal policy would need to transition, and in relatively short order, away from acute 
crisis management and towards support of sustainable economic growth. Near-term 
investments would focus on restoring labor force participation and encouraging 
stronger demand. Long-term investments in education, infrastructure, and technology 
would support the factors that increase long-term growth rates, such as employment, 
innovation, and competitiveness.

Pessimistic scenario: 
Policy support has mitigated many of the worst-case scenarios we envisioned as the 
virus set in. We have also learned that the economy can re-start relatively effectively if 
the virus’s growth rate is held below exponential levels. In other words, social distancing, 
testing, and contract tracing, if done well, can be just as effective1 in containing the virus 
as a moderately-used vaccine. 

That said, there are a few factors we think would make the situation devolve from here: 
one driven by the virus, and another driven by policy. 

We still do not understand very much about this virus. A strong resurgence of the 
disease would prompt not only a double-dip recession, but likely a weaker, lower-
conviction recovery. Consumer spending and business investment would stall for 
quarters if not years. Unemployment and underemployment would stall at high rates. 
An overburdened healthcare system would damage state and federal finances.

In addition, partisan views balancing the virus’s threat and a mounting fiscal deficit could 
result in a “wait and see” approach, stopping at the acute nature of the crisis and do 
nothing to ensure medium- and long-term employment outcomes. This approach would 
result in staggered corporate defaults and worker layoffs continuing throughout 2021. 

1. U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, 6/25/20. 
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Scenarios for the post-COVID-19 recovery
This table illustrates our scenarios for COVID-19. The figures are meant not as forecasts, 
but as signposts for how the virus, economic trajectory, business impact, and policy 
responses are progressing. Our investment thesis, described in the next section, assumes 
that our base case scenario will occur. Over the next 6-12 months, we will be monitoring 
these variables to determine whether our portfolio positioning needs to change. 

Scenario1 Pessimistic
30% probability

Base case
55% probability

Optimistic
15% probability

Description n Strong second wave
n Higher defaults
n Labor force damage
n Policy error 

n Social distancing stays
n Slow and uneven recovery
n Investment and spending  
 constrained
n Short-term policy focus 

n Medical miracle
n Vulnerable populations  
 feel safe 
n Abundant policy support  
 for long-term growth 

Health (end-2020 scenario)

Hospitalizations2 Hospitalizations rise after 
initial reopening, resulting in 
comprehensive shutdowns

Hospitalizations rebound after 
partial reopening, triggering 
renewed restrictions 

Hospitalizations rise after initial 
reopening, but then stabilize 
and ultimately recede

Timeline for therapies  
(vaccine, anti-viral)

Medical news flow appears 
dire, with few indications of 
progress

Medical news flow is mixed, 
but on track for therapy 
breakthrough within 12 months

Medical news flow is positive 
and on track for anti-viral 
breakthrough within six months

Sentiment (end-2020 levels or y/y rates)1  March 2020 or Q1 levels in parentheses

Unemployment rate (4.4%) 14.0% 9.5% 7.5%

Existing home sales (5.27M) 3.0M – 4.0M 4.0M – 5.0M >5.0M

Retail & food service sales 
growth (-5.8%)

-12.0% to -15.0% -8.0% to -12.0% -5.0% to -8.0%

Consumer sentiment (86.9 pts.) 36 points 62 points 93 points

Personal savings rate (7.9%) 11.0% – 15.0% 9.0% – 10.0% 7.0% – 8.0%

Credit (end-2020 levels or y/y rates)1  March 2020 or Q1 levels in parentheses

Corporate default rate3 (4.7%) 15.0% 8.0% 6.0%

Delinquency rate (2.3%) 4.5% 3.5% 3.0%

Policy (end-2020 levels or y/y rates)1  March 2020 or Q1 levels in parentheses

GDP growth rate (0.3%) -10.0% -6.0% -4.0%

Consumer price index (2.5%) <0.25% 0.25% – 1.0% 1.0% – 2.0%

10-year Treasury rate (0.6%) 0.2% – 0.5% 0.6% – 1.0% 1.0% – 1.5%

M2 Money supply (15.6 trillion) 25 trillion 20 trillion 18 trillion

1. The course of the COVID-19 induced crisis is highly uncertain. Focusing on end-2020 levels may not provide a full scope of the crisis’ breadth and depth, and 
focusing on end-2021 levels may appear more optimistic than the near-term outcomes are likely to be. Since this outlook provides a 6-12-month view,  
we focus on near-term outcomes in these scenarios as a means of illustrating that perspective. 
2. We are monitoring a broad collection of virus-related data, including case growth and trends, infection rates, and contacts traced. We believe that hospitalizations 
provide a stable indicator for capturing the danger of COVID-19’s spread as testing capabilities improve. 
3. For purposes of this illustration, we use Moody’s speculative-grade corporate bond default rate, 12M trailing. The Global Financial Crisis (GFC) peak was 15.6% in 
November 2009. 
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Corporate profits still drive our markets’ story 
The path of corporate profits is heavily dependent on the shape of economic 
recovery, and specifically consumers’ comfort getting back to their regular lives. 
While some companies will benefit from accelerating trends such as digitization and 
work-from home, others will face severe limitations in their ability to operate and their 
customers’ willingness to engage. 

We are concerned that profits may not follow a typical post-recession recovery as a 
result of the unique nature of demand destruction. Corporate profit growth rates had 
been decelerating for six years before this crisis even began, an indication that 
companies had less buffer against risk. Now, fear for human health could mean lower 
demand for a long period of time, keeping corporate profits below average for as long 
as the virus’s presence dictates. Higher compliance costs, supply-chain disruptions 
and capacity constraints will exacerbate this challenge. 
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20-year average (6.2%)Recession NIPA profits as a percentage of GDP
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High and rising company debt levels also contribute to our concerns about lower 
profits moving forward. While company borrowing has long been a concern for 
financial stability, issuance has accelerated as firms raise cash to withstand the 
virus’s impact. Corporations have quite literally been on a “borrowing binge” in 
recent months, drawing heavily on revolving bank credit lines as well as issuing 
significant amounts of corporate bonds.

Profits, even as a percent of declining GDP, have turned lower. 

Sources: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions, U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis, 6/25/20. Past performance is no guarantee of 
future results.
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With the lockdowns causing large cash flow shortfalls, and uncertainty about the 
duration of the crisis being extremely high, companies are taking advantage of 
available low-cost funding. Large inflows to bond funds amid support for credit 
markets from the Federal Reserve have enabled even highly leveraged companies  
to increase borrowing in the middle of a recession. 

In the short run, many companies have likely aimed at building up liquid reserves  
for a rainy day, given the lack of clarity about the future. But with revenues down 
compared to pre-crisis levels, many companies face negative cash flows for several 
months ahead. Even if top-line revenues continue to recover from here, many 
corporations will enter a recovery period with significantly higher debt burdens. 

While the robust fiscal and monetary response has helped prevent widespread  
credit issues so far, we are concerned that problems will arise as that support is 
scaled down. 

Small businesses are of particular concern. Lower interest rates since the Great 
Financial Crisis has meant that small companies have taken on more debt. Poor 
profitability and weak cash balances make them particularly susceptible to risk. In a 
period of low-to-zero revenues for many businesses, this combination of corporate 
factors creates serious headwinds for survival, not to mention any growth in earnings. 

In all, policy support and lower-for-longer interest rates point to sustained high 
corporate leverage. We expect this will pose headwinds for capital spending and 
hiring going forward, and it will also increase exposure to renewed shocks. 
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Companies have been on a borrowing binge ...

Sources: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions; Securities Industry and Financial Markets Association (SIFMA); St. Louis Federal 
Reserve; 6/25/20. Q2 GDP level is estimated based on the Atlanta Federal Reserve’s “Nowcast” that is based on a range of economic indicators 
pertaining to Q2. Q2 nonfinancial corporate debt level is estimated based on corporate bond issuance and commercial and industrial bank lending.
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Policy transition is essential to recovery 
Even as the acute nature of this crisis fades, policymakers will face a prolonged  
battle with virus containment and demand destruction. As we have described in  
our optimistic scenario on page 6, a successful transition from crisis management to 
economic growth has two important elements: supporting demand, and encouraging 
productivity. We consider investment in sustainable economic policies to be 
paramount for returning to a robust economy with a strong labor force. 

Will it happen? On one hand, the fact that it is an election year makes it highly unlikely 
that we’ll see an outright unwillingness to support demand. However, that same 
constraint makes it unlikely that we’ll see policies focused on long-term investment, 
labor force participation, or productivity until after the election. No matter the ultimate 
result, uncertainty about the political and economic climate ahead will create a 
near-term drag on already-struggling business investment. 

It’s too early to speculate on what could happen in November, but the elections will 
become market-relevant if odds of a “Democratic sweep” — victories in the White 
House and Congress — rise. If a Democratic sweep were to occur, that would shift 
investor focus away from short-term fiscal boosts toward tax hikes and redistributive 
spending down the road. In the meantime, we expect corporate and individual tax 
rates, the size and scale of infrastructure investment, healthcare spending and drug 
prices, and the nature of trade policy to be key differentiating factors. Many of these 
issues would impact sector allocation, and tax changes would have important 
implications for earnings across sectors. 

The monster lurking behind policy decisions is the U.S. government debt. Long a 
concern, debt has surpassed World War II highs. Rising indebtedness contributes to 
several economic challenges. It reduces a country’s ability to invest, as more of its 
budget is allocated to debt servicing. Ever-increasing liabilities can also reduce faith  
in the borrower’s ability to repay. The result is that borrowing costs will rise or that 
individuals and companies anticipating government spending cuts or tax hikes will 
reduce investment further. 

How will policymakers reconcile this challenge? High debt and deficit have been 
hot-topic policy issues for the U.S. for decades, and we don’t expect that to change. 
We also don’t expect that to present a major problem for U.S. creditworthiness in the 
next two to three years. Accommodative monetary policy will keep borrowing costs in 
check. Risks of a prolonged capital flight also remain low as the entire world grapples 
with the impact of this pandemic. 

In the medium and longer term, though, we are monitoring two important market 
risks. The first is that strong reliance on monetary accommodation to manage U.S. 
borrowing costs will make any deviation from current policies painful. During the 
“taper tantrum” of 2013, we saw just how sensitive U.S. Treasury yields can be to 
even a slow reduction in monetary support. 

The second risk is that the methods deployed to control the U.S. debt and  
deficit moving forward — budget sequestration, tax policies, monetization of debt, 
etc. — would have a significant impact on the market levels and sector positioning. 
Age-old battles over the debt ceiling would continue to put the perception of U.S. 
creditworthiness at risk. 
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Inflation and market rates are likely to stay low
Some investors point to the enormous scale of monetary policy support and suggest 
that higher inflation rates will soon be on their way. We are not so sure. Inflation 
expectations, although relatively well-anchored, have been moving lower for several 
years. Even as government policy rapidly increases money supply, the velocity of that 
money in the real economy has declined, meaning it’s not systematically passed to 
consumer prices. 

The COVID-19 crisis and related economic shutdown have exacerbated these 
factors. Policymakers are fighting an uphill battle against demand destruction, which  
is outpacing monetary transmission and creating disinflationary pressures for the  
U.S. economy. Higher unemployment and lower savings rates will likely contribute  
to a prolonged period of lower aggregate demand. If these factors persist, the 
combination will lead to slower potential economic growth and an even lower  
velocity of money moving forward. 

In our view, inflationary pressures are nowhere to be found in consumer prices, with 
the CPI excluding food and energy having declined for three consecutive months (the 
first time in the history of the index, which dates back to 1957). This perspective has 
important implications for interest rates and the shape of the Treasury curve. 
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The result is a 10-year Treasury yield that stays near or below 1.0%. Periods of 
risk-on market behavior, driven by an improving economic outlook, could persist for  
a month or two at a time. Still, we think it’s safe to say that low yields are here to stay. 
Adding exposure to interest rate duration and gold make sense when oversold 
conditions arise. 

Where will interest rates go next?

Over the next two to three 
years, we anticipate that these 
risk premia will remain low. 
Despite higher issuance, U.S. 
Treasury securities remain in 
high demand during times of 
increased uncertainty and lower 
economic growth. Sustained 
quantitative easing programs 
and the potential for yield curve 
control should also help to 
anchor demand for these assets.

The Federal Funds Rate, the 
policy rate in question, will 
remain at the zero-lower  
bound for at least another two 
years, and potentially longer. 

If, as we’ve discussed, inflation 
expectations are also anchored 
quite low, then the only factor 
likely to push interest rates 
higher is the risk of holding 
those assets.

321

The path of policy  
interest rates

Inflation expectations
Risk premia that  

compensate investors for  
the risks of holding a bond

The interest rate of the 10-year Treasury note is determined by three factors: 
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The U.S. is not an island: international impacts 
COVID-19’s impact is global. The way countries contain the virus and usher their 
economies back to full employment will have a meaningful impact on U.S. corporate 
performance and regional investment preference. 

Europe, with its strong social safety nets, successful virus containment (so far),  
and policies aimed at longer-term “back to work” results has captured the markets’ 
attention as an attractive regional investment opportunity. Increased popularity of 
cars as virus-proof transportation favor European manufacturers. Markets are hopeful 
that the pandemic will provide the political firepower to build a fiscal structure that fits 
Europe’s purpose. 

Still, political and economic risks in the region abound. Pre-existing economic 
weakness, Brexit, the lack of coordinated fiscal authority, bad loans within 
fragmented banking systems, and unsustainable debt in Italy all create long-term 
concerns for investment in Europe.

On balance, we see an opportunity to use European equities’ relatively cheaper 
valuations and focus on value sectors — particularly financial services — as a hedge 
against U.S. equity performance in the near term. In addition, China’s reemergence 
from COVID-19 could improve industrial sectors that thrive in Europe. In the medium-
to-longer term though, sluggish economic growth coupled with cyclical and industrial 
growth exposure make upside opportunity less pronounced.

We have a similar view about Japan. A relatively light COVID-19 case load, strong 
fiscal and monetary policy response, and cultural attunement to social distancing have 
resulted in a relatively optimistic outlook for Japan’s emergence from the crisis. That 
said, we remain uninspired by investment opportunities in the region. Pre-existing 
economic weaknesses and high levels of indebtedness impedes upside opportunity. 

China was the first country impacted by the virus, but it’s also been the first to come 
out on the other side. Economic activity is picking up, labor market conditions are 
improving, and high frequency indicators point to continued normalization. Perhaps 
most importantly, quick levers of control over the shutdown should point to a quicker-
recovering consumer base. This should be a good thing for Chinese asset prices.

Unfortunately, other factors are at play. Escalating U.S.-China tensions may take more 
time to have an economic impact, but their impact on investor sentiment can be 
immediate. On balance, uncertainty around the virus’s path and politics leave us 
neutral on China. 

Scaling out to the emerging markets complex as a whole: China is important not only 
because it makes up approximately 40% of many emerging markets equity indices, but 
also because Chinese growth contributes directly (via demand) and indirectly (via 
investment and commodities purchases) to other emerging markets’ performance. 

Other factors impacting emerging markets growth include U.S. monetary conditions, 
global risk sentiment, a country’s status as a commodity importer or exporter, and 
overall global economic growth. All else equal, weaker global growth, a strong dollar, 
and demand for dollar liquidity can weigh on emerging markets investing. For now, 
these conditions point us to a neutral position in emerging markets equity, but with 
virus-related risks tilted to the downside. 
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We also recognize the value of emerging markets equity as a hedge in an otherwise 
defensively positioned global portfolio. If financial markets pay more attention to rising 
economic growth rates rather than the low base from which it comes, then global risk 
sentiment could improve, driving flows to emerging markets. 

The strength of the U.S. dollar is intimately timed to emerging markets flows and 
even global economic performance. In a world where most developed markets are 
loosening monetary policy, risk appetite plays an important role in this dynamic. 
Indeed, the sharp increase in dollar strength this year coincided with historic levels  
of Fed accommodation dominated by a global flight to the safe-haven currency. 

Sources: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions; Bloomberg Finance LP; 6/25/20.

Periods of strong global growth will drive U.S. dollar depreciation, alongside other 
investment factors that improve during cyclical upswings: emerging markets equity, 
small caps, heavily COVID-19-impacted sectors, value stocks. These factors will 
reverse in periods when demand destruction is investors’ main focus. 
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COVID-19’s impact to our investment thesis
COVID-19 has created powerful crosscurrents for investors. On one hand, the virus’s 
spread has intensified pre-existing economic weaknesses. On the other, policy 
support for the economy and markets has been sizable. As financial assets have 
become more expensive — indeed nearing pre-crisis levels — we see potential upside 
drivers as limited, while downside risks remain considerable. 

Our instinct is to remain conservative in our investment policy until we see clear 
evidence that the U.S. economic and corporate environments are on stable footing. 
We favor a balanced approach to income generation across equities and fixed income, 
allowing investors to participate appropriately in any upside while relying less on price 
appreciation to add value to their portfolios. This means focusing on fortress balance 
sheets and viable business models that can bridge the economic gap created by 
COVID-19. Careful credit analysis and security selection are key. 

In times of high volatility, any move away from investors’ strategic benchmark will be 
more acutely felt. Focusing on your long-term goals — and prioritizing wise investment 
over the maximization of short-term returns — is paramount.
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Investors face powerful crosscurrents
It’s no secret that investors face powerful crosscurrents. On one hand, policy support has stifled 
the worst-case COVID-19-related scenarios. At the same time, widespread business closures, 
job losses, and behavioral shifts portend sustained and painful demand destruction.

Despite collapsing global economic growth and dire predictions for corporate profits, a bullish 
narrative has formed for equities, prompting one of the strongest equity market rallies in history.

A historic rebound detached from leading indicators

 

Sources: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions; Bloomberg Finance LP; Standard and Poor’s, Institute for Supply Management; 
6/25/20. Bear markets are defined as a price decline of 20% or greater. There were 10 bear markets in our sampled average not including 
2020. The bear market bottoms included in the study are as follows: 7/8/1932, 6/13/1949, 6/26/1962, 10/7/1966, 5/26/1970, 10/3/1974, 
8/12/1982, 12/4/1987, 10/9/2002, 3/9/2009, 3/23/2020. The S&P 500 Index is widely regarded as the standard for measuring large-cap 
U.S. stock market performance. Past performance is not indicative of future results. An investment cannot be made in an index. 

Portfolio allocation  
after COVID-19
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Perhaps the disconnect between the economy and markets is justified. Strategically, 
equities are attractively valued compared to other investment options — most notably 
bonds. Low interest rates reduce returns in investors’ fixed income sleeve, making 
future earnings and dividends more attractive, all else equal, and encouraging more 
equity risk in order to achieve long-term goals. Simultaneously, a massive wave of 
liquidity further increased the demand for risk assets. The combination seems to be 
enough to sustain higher multiples in the near term, and down the road, central banks 
appear well equipped to provide a firmer back stop should market liquidity decrease 
or solvency issues arise — at least for now. 

But what forces will guide the market narrative on the other side of the crisis?  
Central bank liquidity will eventually fade, and strong uncertainties (a second wave  
of the virus, significant political discord, and a deeply scarred global economy) could 
impact investor sentiment. Uncertainties in economic fundamentals and market 
tradeoffs mean we will face a volatile market in the months and years ahead. 

High volatility means portfolio adjustments will be acutely felt 
Both significant levels of uncertainty and volatility have important implications for 
asset allocation and portfolio construction. In periods of high market volatility, 
unstable correlations and fitful factor leadership can lead to unintended risk 
exposure. This means even a small tactical change can have an outsized impact  
on portfolio performance. 

That doesn’t mean investors should avoid any changes to their portfolios; tactical 
positions have the potential to enhance long-term returns. However, it should not 
dominate a long-term strategic allocation. We encourage investors to stay true to their 
goals, maintain portfolio risk levels close to their benchmark risk, carefully consider 
factor diversification, and take hedges seriously.

For every shape of recovery there is an optimal  
tactical positioning 
Acknowledging that uncertainty clouds the investment environment, we believe there 
is an optimal tactical allocation for any view of the path forward. Investors should root 
their positioning in their own risk tolerance and investment goals. From there, we 
illustrated potential tactical allocation ideas with three hypothetical portfolios. 

Our V-shaped portfolio illustrates an appropriate path for investors expecting the 
economy to continue its sharp recovery, and corporate profits to follow. Our L-shaped 
portfolio assumes that credit and equity markets are not pricing the substantial risk 
that company earnings face and are likely to re-rate significantly. Finally, our K-shaped 
portfolio grants that policy support to date allows asset prices to bridge the economic 
gap created by COVID-19, but not without significant disruption. In this case, we 
expect valuation stagnation in the months (and perhaps years) ahead.
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Broad asset class considerations1

Equities Fixed income Equities Fixed income

Gold

Equities Fixed income

Equities +5.0 %
Fixed income –5.0%

Equities –5.0%  
Fixed income +2.0%  
Gold +3.0%

Equities –2.5%
Fixed income +2.5%

Why these allocations? 

In periods of high volatility, any deviation from an investor’s strategic benchmark will be acutely felt. As a 
result, we limited all tactical portfolio changes to one-fifth of total strategic risk. In practice, this is roughly a 
one to two percent tracking error relative to a portfolio’s benchmark. For investors who believe that volatility 
will be subdued, more aggressive tactical allocation may be warranted.

1. Source: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions, 2020. We limit tracking error to 1% based on historically elevated volatility. Tracking error or active risk  
is a measure of the risk in an investment portfolio that is due to active management decisions made by the portfolio manager; it indicates how closely a portfolio 
follows the index to which it is benchmarked. To represent the heightened volatility environment, we used historic monthly standard deviations annualized from  
prior periods of economic downturns and recoveries — other periods when cross asset volatility is elevated. These asset class recommendations are intended to  
be considered as absolute weights relative to a strategic benchmark assuming a portfolio of both stocks and bonds. For example, in a 60/40 portfolio a v-shaped 
tactical adjustment would add 5% additional exposure to equities (65%) funded with a 5% absolute reduction in fixed income (35%). These considerations are for 
hypothetical purposes only, based on historical performance trends. Past performance is no guarantee of future result which may vary.

The three portfolio types and the basic portfolio construction components of each:
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Convertible bonds are the most volatile of fixed income assets and provide a portfolio with 
exposure to cyclical sectors and growth factors, an attractive source of diversified return.

Portfolio V
Those who believe in a V-shaped global economic recovery will position their 
portfolios to take advantage of broad-based corporate profit growth and a slight 
increase in interest rates. A 5% overweight to equities funded with a 5% reduction  
in fixed income is a prudent expression of this risk-on posture. 

Focus on value (but not value traps) and international. In 
addition to the 5% equity overweight, investors will align portfolios 
for a shift in leadership away from safe-haven assets and toward 
undervalued securities. That said, we caution investors against 
“value traps,” or chasing down the most COVID-19-sensitive 
names that still face meaningful risk. Instead, we favor rotating 
into sectors and geographies with more cyclical exposure. Within 
equities, investors can reduce their U.S. mega-cap growth 
exposure and distribute it among smaller U.S. companies as well 
as international equity. 

Selectively increase credit exposure. In fixed income, 
investors can move further down the credit stack, reducing 
exposure to leveraged loans and investment-grade credits in  
favor of high-yield credit and convertible bonds. Both adjustments 
appropriately increase a fixed income portfolio’s overall risk level 
and exposure to cyclical segments of the market. 

Capture the cyclical upswing in diversified asset classes. 
Improving global growth benefits more than just cyclical 
corporate profits also benefits commodities and international 
currencies. A V-shaped recovery, fueled by ample fiscal and 
monetary stimulus, could boost inflation. Over time, this can 
prompt dollar depreciation and boost commodity prices. 
Investors can thus double-down on the V-shaped recovery with 
exposures to commodity-producing country exposures and 
non-hedged international equity exposure. However, for those 
less confident in making a call on the direction of the dollar, 
hedging out currency movement in their international equity 
overweight may help reduce volatility and provide a purer beta  
to value and cyclicality. 

Equities
+ 5.0%

Fixed income
– 5.0%

Equity bets Tactical 
allocation

Large Cap US Equity – 10.0%

Large Cap Growth – 3.0%

Large Cap Value + 3.0%

Mid Cap + 2.0%

Small Cap + 2.0%

International Developed + 2.0%

Emerging Markets + 2.0%

Natural Resources + 2.0%

Fixed income bets Tactical 
allocation

Investment Grade – 5.0%

High Yield + 5.0%

Leveraged Loans – 3.0%

Convertibles + 3.0%

Source: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset 
Solutions, 2020. For illustrative purposes only.
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Lower for longer interest rates, significant debt levels, and a seemingly infinite amount of 
quantitative easing are a structural tailwind for gold. When governments create money and 
finance that deficit spending, the amounts of both money and debt increase. For example, in 
the U.S. alone, the response to this crisis has led to a swell of new money. This activity 
debases the value of the outstanding stock — it cheapens money and debt. History reminds  
us that people tend to turn to a store of value like gold.

Portfolio L 
Investors still skeptical of a V-shaped recovery may consider profit-taking in positions 
that have rallied the most. Those proceeds can be used to shore up portfolio 
defenses should the market revert to more appropriate valuations. A 2% overweight 
to fixed income and a 3% overweight to gold funded with a 5% reduction in equities 
is a prudent expression of this risk-on posture. 

Move up in quality in both equity and fixed income. Any rally 
in smaller U.S. companies and international equity may not yet be 
supported by improving economic conditions or corporate 
fundamentals. Sentiment-based rallies thus offer an opportunity 
to take profits and redistribute gains to U.S. mega-cap companies 
(think: fortress balance sheets, COVID-19-resilient business 
models) and defensive sectors. 

The same rally in high-yield bonds and levered loans can be 
redistributed among higher quality corporate and municipal 
bonds. This is inherently a move away from leverage and 
cyclicality toward cash flow visibility and quality — an appropriate 
move in a struggling economic environment. We believe that Fed 
purchases of investment-grade corporate bonds further solidify a 
floor on prices in this segment. There is still value in these assets 
should economic growth resume, but they should also offer 
protection if economic activity or investor sentiment take a hit. 

Take hedges seriously. Capital protection and hedging 
downside are often top-of-mind during periods of heavy volatility. 
Hedges are inherently expensive and come with high opportunity 
costs, such as sacrificing potential yield or return. That said, they 
can also dampen volatility, helping investors to stay invested. 
Amid low government bond yields and high risks across asset 
classes, investors should consider asset classes that reduce 
default risk, such as higher quality or shorter duration bonds,  
or diversified asset classes such as municipal bonds or gold. 

Equities
– 5.0%

Fixed income
+ 2.0%

Gold +3.0%

Equity bets Tactical 
allocation

Large Cap US Equity + 5.0%

Large Cap Defensives + 5.0%

Mid Cap – 2.0%

Small Cap – 2.0%

International Developed – 3.0%

Emerging Markets – 3.0%

Fixed income bets Tactical 
allocation

Investment Grade + 2.5%

Municipal Bonds + 2.5%

High Yield – 5.0%

Short Duration High Yield + 2.5%

Leveraged Loans – 2.5%

Source: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset 
Solutions, 2020. For illustrative purposes only.
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Equities
– 2.5%

Fixed income
+ 2.5%

Equity bets Tactical 
allocation

Large Cap US Equity + 5.0%

Large Cap Growth + 5.0%

Large Cap Value – 5.0%

Large Cap ESG + 3.0%

Mid Cap – 2.0%

Small Cap – 2.0%

International Developed – 5.0%

International Developed ESG + 3.0%

Emerging Markets – 2.0%

Fixed income bets Tactical 
allocation

Investment Grade – 5.0%

High Yield + 2.5%

High Yield Low Volatility + 2.5%

Source: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset 
Solutions, 2020. For illustrative purposes only.

Portfolio K
Policy support cushions against downside economic risk, but the pandemic will 
remain a disruptive force. The result is a rangebound and volatile market for months, 
even years. Investors expecting a sideways and volatile market should consider using 
a portfolios risk budget to pick up carry and yield. We recommend reducing equity 
exposure by 2.5% in favor of higher-yielding fixed income sectors. 

Profit growth to combat slow economic growth. Aging 
demographics, increased debt burdens, and a smarter consumer 
already pointed to lower economic growth ahead. Add the 
disruptive effects of the COVID-19 pandemic and the environment 
is almost guaranteed to lead to slower economic growth for the 
foreseeable future. Investors should allocate away from U.S. 
large-cap value stocks and international developed equities 
toward U.S. large-cap growth. Investors may be paying a premium 
for corporate profit growth, but we believe it is worthwhile as some 
companies thrive and others struggle to survive. 

Complimenting exposures in portfolio construction. 
High-yield credit’s sector and factor composition differs from its 
investment-grade counterpart. By moving from investment-grade 
securities and into high-yield credit, investors make an implicit 
cyclical value call (high yield tends to perform better as the 
economy improves). In a rangebound market, the pickup in yield 
may in fact come with little risk, while the overweight to growth 
stocks should help maintain sector balance in the overall portfolio.

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) factors will 
play a critical role in post-pandemic investing. The forces 
that gave rise to ESG investing and more sustainable business 
prior to the pandemic — technology, climate change, and social 
norms — have only accelerated. Corporations that fail to transform 
their business models to focus on environmental impact, social 
good, and solid governance will be replaced by others that have 
the adaptive flexibility to thrive in a new world that values smart, 
clean, and healthy activities.

We believe the wide dispersion between richly valued, mega-cap components of the U.S. 
large-cap growth and the broader market may create an enormous headwind for passive 
index investors over the coming decade. These indices, which rebalance annually will see 
many pipe-dream type growth companies fail. Many more of these companies, which have 
been touted as secular growth stories hide their exposure to economic cycles (their cyclical  
nature) and thus will see their earnings decline in a slow downbeat economy. Investors must 
be more cautious and selective than broad growth and tech index exposure.
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Our positioning: candidly cautious
Our instinct is to remain conservative in our investment policy. Despite a global 
recession, we have yet to witness the hallmark attributes that entice us to take a 
meaningful overweight in risk assets. Consumer and corporate debt levels have 
increased, financial assets have become more expensive, and the creative destruction 
that normally accompanies an economic downturn has been delayed — at least so far. 
For now, potential upside drivers are limited, while downside risks are considerable 
and often ignored. Structurally, we anticipate a reduced appetite to increase leverage, 
more conservative use of capital, and lower returns on equity going forward.

Therefore, unless we see a clear turnaround in the U.S. economic and corporate 
landscape — that is, data that looks set to improve from pre-COVID-19 levels, not  
just rebound from a historic bottom — we will maintain our defensive positioning. 

Massive liquidity vs. crippling insolvency: Credit selection is key. Historically, 
central bank asset purchases have been bullish for risk assets — particularly credit. 
However, we warn investors not to ignore accompanying factors, such as the 
deterioration in fundamentals and ongoing surge in new issuance. No business,  
no sector, and no economy can withstand a zero cash flow environment. Even if we 
see a rapid recovery in the broader economy, the pandemic-related fallout will leave 
many companies with materially higher debt levels or permanently lower earnings. 

Credit benefits from a residual liquidity effect. Once that wears off, we believe 
fundamentals will kick back in. Given that yields are at all-time lows, yield volatility  
is below its long-run average, and consensus expectations are for high-yield credit 
defaults of around 10% during this cycle, risk does not appear rewarded in credit. 
Add the uneven distribution of monetary support, and it becomes clear that careful 
credit selection will be key to navigating the impending wave of defaults. 

Low growth and lower expected returns: Underweight equity: The U.S. stock 
market is undoubtably expensive in absolute terms. Valuation however is not in and  
of itself a tactical indicator, but instead a gauge of sentiment, a tool for cross-asset 
allocation, and a guide for future return expectations. 

In these terms, high multiples suggest to us that sentiment is too positive. Investors 
are optimistic that earnings will recover to pre-COVID-19 levels within the next year, 
and they are willing to pay a premium for that recovery. Elevated valuations are very 
sensitive to a re-rating in earnings expectations. Importantly, the market has never  
left a recession with a multiple that is more than a standard deviation higher than the 
long-term average.
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Relative valuations are only justifiable if earnings can grow (i.e. produce a “yield” that 
investors can harvest as returns, dividends, or share buybacks). With careful balance 
sheet management being top of mind for company management, we see increased 
dividends and share buybacks to be highly unlikely in the coming 12-24 months.  
That leaves real profit growth to boost earnings and sustain valuations. With weak 
economic and inflation expectations ahead, we expect valuations will collapse. 

Identifying when optimism becomes exuberance: Active management. We 
are concerned that the conditions of a bubble are forming. The equity markets  
have become heavily weighted toward (and reliant on) a small group of technology 
companies. Admittedly, these companies have strong fundamentals, and have been 
touted as COVID-19-proof businesses that can thrive in a new economy. Despite 
these justifications, we are concerned that the magnitude of differential in 
performance and in weighting is not sustainable. 

Equally as concerning are the reports of increased retail speculation. As equities  
rally, it can be tempting to chase the market, buying into the hype behind high-flying 
names and strategies. But speculating is not investing. Instead, investors should think 
about purchasing stock as long-term ownership. They should assess the economic 
prospect of a business, invest in the management team, and pay a reasonable price. 
Then they may share in the success of a company, with the goal of building a better 
financial future over time. 

These factors only increase our conviction in active management during times of heavy 
uncertainty. We believe strongly in prioritizing wise investing over the maximization of 
short-term returns. Risk control and consistency are of utmost importance to helping 
our partners achieve their financial goals. 

The market has never exited a recession with multiples greater than one standard 
deviation higher than the long-term average
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2020 estimate of EPS is $124 
per share, an 18% decline 
from 2019 levels. At $3,050 
on the S&P 500 Index, it is 
trading at an elevated P/E.

Based on an optimist 
scenario, analysts expect 
a full recovery in corporate 
profits by 2021, with EPS 
at $160 and a P/E of $19.

Sources: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions, Bloomberg, Standard and Poor’s, National Bureau of Economic Research, 6/25/20. Price-
to-earnings ratio indicates the dollar amount an investor can expect to invest in a company in order to receive one dollar of that company’s earnings. 
Earnings per share (EPS) is calculated as the aggregate corporate profits divided by the outstanding shares of its common stock. Past performance is 
not indicative of future results. An investment cannot be made in an index. Definitions can be found at the end of this report.
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Accelerate or ideate?

Investing in a new landscape 
To say that a lot has happened in 2020 would be a monumental understatement. The lists 
of “first” and “biggest” and “most dramatic” developments have grown longer and longer.

We had the longest bull market ever, followed by the quickest bear market. The U.S. 
10-year bond yield fell below 1.0% for the first time, while front-end oil contracts fell to 
negative prices. Policy responses have been sizable and swift, with the Federal Reserve 
purchasing risk assets. Growth companies, such as the big technology names, have 
increased their weight in the S&P 500 Index even after a decade of outperformance.

With all this change, much remains unknown. We do not know the ultimate depth and 
breadth of this crisis. When it is resolved, what scars will remain, and what new conditions 
will emerge? Powerful cross-currents — demand destruction and policy support — obscure 
the path forward for investors, but surely this presents opportunities alongside the risks.

In business and technology, we speak of the S-curve, the concept that people and 
processes adapt glacially until an inflection point or force for change, after which they 
change rapidly. New ideas eventually mature and stabilize over time, with increases in 
performance for those who captured the trend. 

We believe investors should capture two types of changes emerging from this crisis. The 
first is an acceleration of pre-existing trends; what might have taken twenty years before 
may now play out in two. The second is an ideation toward new realities; conditions in 
some asset classes, sectors, or geographies may change entirely. 

Now, in the economy, the forces that shape our futures — the global  
tensions, the economic policies, the political ideas, the new technologies —  
are being magnified. 
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E-commerce has grown from 4.5% of total retail in 2010 
to 11.8% in Q1 2020. Substantial growth potential remains. 
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Seven ideas for the future state  
of investing 
The future of cities 
There is no doubt that COVID-19 will impact the way we plan for and move within 
cities. Close physical proximity and reliance on public transportation, deemed 
dangerous during the pandemic outbreak, may not return to pre-COVID-19 norms. That 
said, we encourage investors to look for the green shoots of opportunity within a 
narrative of demise. 

Commercial real estate is one example. In the wake of COVID-19 lockdowns, 
nearly a third of the developed world’s workforce shifted to at-home work overnight. 
In some cases, this shift has occurred without major disruption to worker productivity. 
Amid sustained health and liability risk, will companies rush to bring their workers 
back to the office? We expect some companies to adopt more flexible work 
arrangements, with implications for the asset class. But it may not be all bad. Total 
occupancy may fall, but more space may be required per worker. And while some 
geographies suffer, others may benefit. 

Lockdowns have also accelerated a trend away from brick-and-mortar retail and 
toward online shopping. On the face of it, this trend appears negative for commercial 
real estate, too. But even here, there are winners within the asset class. The biggest 
winner of this growth will be in industrial real estate, which can be recommissioned 
and repurposed for warehouse distribution facilities servicing online sales. 

E-commerce’s role in retail is increasing

Sources: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions; St. Louis Federal Reserve; 6/25/20. 

In other cases, tenants will innovate. Retailers will increasingly use retail locations as just 
one piece of a larger customer acquisition puzzle. A focus on flagship locations, in-store 
customer service, and virtual reality-enhanced experience could become the norm. 

1
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COVID-19 could be breaking a trend towards urbanization, with implications for 
residential real estate. In some cases, families with the financial means and 
geographic flexibility seek space for at-home work and outdoor activities. This  
disrupts opportunities in higher-end, urban multifamily housing, but could improve 
opportunities for investment in second-tier cities. Consumer discretionary spending 
tied to nesting and home improvement could also increase relative to other categories. 

Local governments face higher health costs and a hole in tax receipts, impacting 
municipal finances. Some of our fifty states will face irreconcilable budget 
imbalances. How policymakers reconcile these challenges will be instructive  
about the path of U.S. growth. Can they leverage a state of emergency and high 
unemployment rates to invest in infrastructure and productive capacity? 

Universities, and particularly those with urban campuses, are reconsidering the 
student experience. Shorter semesters or mini-mesters could limit exposure to 
smaller groups of students for shorter periods of time. Accelerating online capabilities 
may reduce the need to have all students on campus at the same time. 

We don’t expect the four-year university experience, a hallmark of U.S. ingenuity,  
to disappear. However, we believe it is prudent to consider COVID-19’s implications 
on the tradeoffs for an on-campus college experience, particularly amid high costs 
and rising student indebtedness. A decrease in demand could have major 
implications for nearby retail, parking, housing, and technological requirements. 

Investable ideas: 

Active management in taxable munis; active management in commercial 

and residential real estate; virtual reality; infrastructure investment, 

including broadband and 5G.

Inequality and populism
Inequality and populism, having grown since the Great Financial Crisis, have been 
exacerbated by the virus’s impact. We expect a trend towards social unrest to 
continue, with important implications for policy and risk management. 

COVID-19 struck in the late stages of an economic expansion. After ten years of slow, 
but relatively steady economic growth, labor force participation was broadening, and 
wages were rising. The COVID-19-related economic shutdown cut this economic 
advancement off at the knees. More than 23 million people lost their jobs, at least 
temporarily. Those workers able to work from home were disproportionately higher 
income service workers. While it’s too early to tell, we anticipate that these factors  
will contribute to long-rising income inequality in the U.S. 

We expect economic growth to improve from a low base, but it will net out at a lower 
level than the U.S. economy enjoyed before the crisis. Under these circumstances, 
unemployment and under employment will become permanent for many workers.  
To mitigate this impact, policymakers must turn their attention from acute crisis 
management — bridging the gap created by the virus and accompanying economic 
shutdown — and towards reinforcing sustainable long-term growth. Investments in 
education, infrastructure, social safety nets, and job training will be required. Some 

2
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Recent protests mark the acceleration of a decade-long trend

Regional increase in protest activity per year, 2009-2019 (global average 11.5% increase per year).

Sources: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions; Center for Strategic and International Studies; March 2020. 

countries such as China and Germany have been forthcoming in this transition. 
Others, such as the U.S., have delayed. 

We see two resulting risks. First, we’d expect rising income inequality and polarizing 
politics could lead to social unrest. In fact, they already are. Research from the Center 
for Strategic and International Studies has found that recent mass protests in Hong 
Kong, France, Chile, and the United States are part of a decade-long trend affecting 
every region of the world. The size and frequency of recent protests eclipse historical 
examples of mass protest eras such as the late 1960s and late 1980s. 

Second, sustained high levels of income inequality will contribute to even lower 
economic growth over time. A 2017 International Monetary Fund (IMF) paper found 
that at a certain level inequality starts to have a negative impact on economic 
development, not to mention a negative impact on GDP growth of up to 0.35% per 
year over 25 years.

The implications for investment management are clear. Slower long-term economic 
growth reduces earnings potential and would result in collapsing multiples over time. 
Social unrest exacerbates this growth challenge. It also contributes to supply chain 
slack, increases risk management costs, impacts regional investment preference,  
and contributes to market volatility. Policy changes meant to protect vulnerable 
populations could result in more regulation and higher tax burdens. 

Another area where a rising awareness towards social issues may take shape is in 
corporate governance. In the recent crisis, rapid layoffs and corporate bailouts were 
held under intensive scrutiny on the back of record years of share buybacks. 
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Increased attention to diversity and labor participation on corporate boards may 
contribute to changes in corporate governance. Corporate decisions that once 
focused exclusively on capital structure may increasingly be required to focus on 
governance structure. 

Investable ideas:  

Volatility management strategies, such as building income in a portfolio; 

use active managers for risk management; social impact and governance-

aware companies, via ESG thematic baskets or active managers with 

capabilities to assess dividend durability.

Energy transition and climate change 

The combined impact of a global price war in oil (supply shock) and large decrease  
in global economic activity (demand shock) have prompted the second strong price 
shock in energy markets in less than ten years. Prices moved from an average of $60 
per barrel of oil down to $20 per barrel. While shifts towards renewable energy would 
have increased pressure on fossil fuel-exporting industries and countries over time, 
the acceleration of a global supply glut has advanced those pressures.

In the near term, there may be opportunities in private energy. Oil price shocks in 
2015-2016 and in 2020 have increased defaults in highly leveraged and inefficient 
energy companies. The result is an open playing field, especially in natural gas which 
is the clear fuel of preference on the route to renewables. Still, sustained low prices 
create challenges for profitability. Active management will be crucial. 

In the longer term, we expect concerns about climate change to accelerate a trend 
toward environmentally-conscious investments. Climate impacts to financial markets and 
human health are moving closer to the forefront of financial analysis and management. 
We already knew that climate disruptions impact markets. More frequent and severe 
weather-related shocks can have profound impacts on global economic activity and 
inflation. In the medium term, an increasing probability of fat-tail catastrophic events could 
make it more difficult for investors and policymakers to distinguish signal from noise. 

COVID-19’s quick spread and heavy human impact has also brought attention to 
medical evidence that climate change increases the prevalence of infectious disease, 
and that deforestation accelerates the mutation of new diseases. Images of a smog-
less Los Angeles or clean water in Venice show consumers what can be done with 
greater environmental care. 

Looking ahead, investors will increasingly be required to consider governmental 
responses to climate risks: regulatory change, carbon tax, and higher required public 
investment. These will create winners and losers in the corporate sector, which in turn 
will require active management of credit and default risks. In the market drawdown  
up to March 26, environmental, social, and governance-focused (ESG) investment 
strategies were less impacted than most active and passive strategies. This benefit 
applied across size and sector of security. 

3
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In global equities, ESG leaders 
outperformed companies with 
poor ESG ratings ...

...  the difference was even bigger 
     in U.S. equities.

MSCI ACWI S&P 500 Index

ESG leaders ESG laggards

U.S. equityGlobal equity
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Sources: New York Life Investments Multi-Asset Solutions; Bloomberg; MSCI; S&P, 6/24/20.

In addition, our partner Candriam’s research shows there are strong valuation reasons 
for investing in companies with high ESG ratings. They tend to be “quality growth” 
companies in style, rather than “value”; we expect quality names to perform in the 
medium term. Companies which score well on ESG factors also tend to be less 
indebted, an important positive in the current financial crisis.

It’s not just renewables that will benefit from an acceleration of climate-focused 
investment trends. Companies focusing on energy efficiency or resources and waste 
are also likely to experience higher demand in the coming years. 

Investable ideas: 

Private real assets; companies focusing on energy efficiency or resources 

& waste; ESG thematic investments.
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Big businesses win big
Even before the COVID-19 crisis began, big businesses were getting bigger1.  
The COVID-19 crisis may have accelerated the growth of large U.S. companies. 
Lockdowns favored those companies with online systems, digital advertising, and 
stronger market share already in place. Policy support designed to keep workers 
employed still favored companies with formal banking access. 

The result could be further consolidation of U.S. business, moving closer to the 
conglomerate-dominated business models seen in many Asian economies. Antitrust 
experts fear that even many publicly-traded smaller firms could have no choice  
but to sell at fire-sale prices to stronger rivals. Private equity firms and dominant 
corporations are positioned to swoop in on clients’ merger and acquisition needs.

What would this look like, and how would it change the investment landscape? 
Acknowledging that every country’s experience is unique, we can take valuable 
lessons from the Korean chaebol or Japanese zaibatsu when considering the impact 
of conglomerates on long-term economic growth. 

From a macroeconomic perspective, the extraordinary influence of conglomerates 
has endangered overall economic health. In some cases, conglomerates’ 
management have relied on close cooperation with the government via subsidies, 
loans, and tax incentives for their success. High-profile corruption scandals can be 
commonplace, too. The combination can lead to reduced economic competitiveness, 
lower social trust, wasteful government spending (at times including bailouts), and 
skewed business decision-making. While conglomerates tend to pay more than 
small- and medium-sized businesses, their prominence has led to limited job growth, 
income inequality, and high youth unemployment rates. 

From an investment perspective, these factors could contribute to a U.S. transition 
toward stable-but-low economic and productivity growth. Lower dividend payouts 
and other governance practices favoring controlling shareholders over ordinary 
investors, the norm among conglomerates, could emerge. Growth equity strategies 
could become scarcer relative to value stocks. 

Flipping this concern on its head, it’s possible that COVID-19 crisis does not 
automatically favor monopolization and financialization. The virus’s impact shined a 
light on the vulnerabilities in U.S. companies’ ability to supply necessary medical and 
food supplies — the bottlenecks and profound fragility that consolidation can cause. 
In many respects, it has revealed the need for more modest, more redundant, more 
resilient economic structures. We’ll explore these tradeoffs further in the next section. 

Investable ideas: 

Consider reducing reliance on investment styles such as “value” and 

“growth” and look instead for characteristics such as good governance 

and innovation.

1. Big companies have grown both in absolute and relative size over the last several years. According to 
the Bureau of Economic Analysis, Fortune 500 companies’ revenues rose from 58% of nominal GDP in 
1994 to 73% in 2013. According to Vijay Govindarajan, et. al, the size difference between large and small 
U.S. companies is growing as well. The difference of market values between large and small companies 
grew from less than 0.5 billion in 1981 to nearly 3.25 billion in 2017 (research as of August 2019). 

4
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(Re)Globalization 
The threat of deglobalization has grabbed headlines since 2018 when the Trump 
Administration first considered tariffs on imports from China. Rooted in nationalism, 
isolationism, and genuine concerns for national and economic security, trade wars 
have escalated in fits and starts since. 

The impact on multinational companies is significant. On one hand, global design, 
manufacturing, and distribution systems are complex. This makes changes in pricing 
(like tariffs) burdensome, and can raise questions about profitability and efficiency.  
On the other hand, multinational corporations are accustomed to the political and 
operational risks of international production — at least to a certain text. This makes 
management rightfully slow to change carefully-engineered processes over political 
disputes that may eventually be cleared up. 

The experience of COVID-19, though, will accelerate and build upon the pre-existing 
challenges to global supply chain management. Health threats elevated corporate 
concerns about global supply chains from political to unforeseeable. Supply 
disruptions revealed the pitfalls of over-relying on any single production location. 
Corporates found their supply chains were fragile as inputs sourced from foreign 
countries became unavailable or manufacturing moved offshore suddenly fell victim 
to lockdown orders. 

Production concerns may increase from here. We hesitate, though, to focus on 
reshoring as the only solution to the problem. Instead, companies are likely to use  
a combination of tactics to fortify their supply chains. 

Reshoring the essentials: Shortages of prescription medication, personal 
protective equipment, and other essential items during the pandemic highlighted  
to policymakers that certain “essential” supply chains may need to be rebuilt 
domestically for emergency situations. Companies seeking to reduce manufacturing 
and procurement risk may relocate outside of China, and specifically back to the 
United States. Should import demand from the U.S. slow, warehouse demand in  
port cities would decline. 

At the same time, more domestic manufacturing, assembly, and distribution should 
benefit the industrial sector. Businesses that sell necessities or provide online 
services are emerging stronger than others. 

Re-globalizing production: Duplication of some supply chains might occur given 
concerns about national security, production disruptions, rising labor costs, or 
political risk. This benefits other southeast Asian countries with lower labor costs, 
such as Cambodia, Vietnam, and India. Companies seeking broader diversification  
of production or sales will consider the likes of Turkey, Poland, South Africa, Kenya, 
Brazil, and Chile. 

Doubling down on China: Not all manufacturing will be able to move outside of 
China, particularly for companies that also seek to sell in China. While labor costs in 
China have risen over time, so too has the productivity of Chinese workers. Add 
China’s large market size, favorable policy and physical infrastructure, sophisticated 
supply chains, and the investment required to rebuild supply chains elsewhere, and 
some companies may consider doubling down in the region. Developing production 
“in China and for China”, in combination with external supply chains, may be required. 

5
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Investable ideas: 

Logistics; active management in industrial commercial real estate; 

artificial intelligence and machine learning for supply chain optimization; 

emerging markets country rotation; domestic goods-producing industries.

Primacy of digital experience 
The value of customer data is well understood. The ability to access, process, and 
leverage that data is becoming even more important as the customer and employee 
experience changes. Ideas around customer data, telework, cyber security, and 
robotics are not new, but may be accelerated by COVID-19’s impact. 

Data collection and analysis: The speed of the Great Lockdown’s onset forced 
investors and policymakers to consider new types of information to track its impact. 
Health, airport security, and traffic data helped gauge the impact of the virus more 
quickly than traditional economic indicators could. Social media’s role in advertising, 
customer acquisition, and purveying public opinion has also leaped forward as 
individuals seek health updates, state and local government information, or protest 
information from home. Looking ahead, the ability to retrieve, process, analyze, 
visualize, and make decisions form non-traditional sources of data will be essential 
capabilities. Investors and policymakers alike will need to invest in and be more agile 
with their analytic methods. 

Data protection and surveillance: A rapid and widespread transition to remote 
work left corporate and government data even more vulnerable. The use of at-home 
routers and mobile devices increases the risk that company and consumer data 
could be accessed or exploited by the wrong groups. The subsequent transition back 
to work also creates challenges. Temperature checks or other health monitoring 
tactics keep workers safe but would require heavy investment in health data systems 
and security and raise privacy concerns. 

Capital investment and robotics: Public acceptance for some robotics-controlled 
processes could increase as a result of the new health risks associated with 
healthcare and manufacturing. Remote surgery, testing for infectious diseases, and 
safe movement or transfer of medical supplies could become standard. The ability  
to scale contactless order processing, fulfillment, and shipping will become a 
standard component of making supply chains more resilient. Advancements in data 
management, server capacity, and human capital around robotics management will 
become even more important. 

6
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Investable ideas: 

Teleconference technology and equipment providers; 5G infrastructure; 

marketing and customer segmentation technology; companies with strong 

data-driven processes; digital payment systems; data collectors, providers, 

aggregators, and visualizers; cloud services providers and users; sensors 

and precision instruments; new medical devices; cyber security providers; 

thematic portfolios around robotics and artificial intelligence; investment  

in human capital around data management and machine learning.

Shifting investment advice

We also sense a seismic shift in the asset management industry itself. Expectations 
for “lower-for-longer” interest rates are nothing new, but the latest economic shock 
and policy approaches used to address has solidified this idea for many investors. 

Interest rates have been moving lower for decades

Nominal U.S. Treasury 10-year yield

Sources: New York Life Investments’ Multi-Asset Solutions, Shiller, Federal Reserve Bank of St. Louis, 6/25/20. 

Lower-for-longer rates have implications for financial markets. Lower debt coverage 
burdens mean that zombie companies — those with little or no revenues — can stay  
in business longer with assets of diminishing value. This dynamic will make average 
default rates lower; recovery rates in the event of default will be lower as well. Slower 
economic growth and looser fiscal and monetary policy may dampen boom-and-bust 
cycle frequency. Cycles may last longer, but drawdowns may be faster. 
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Investors will need to carefully consider the implications of this environment for their 
portfolio. For one, active management may be prudent in navigating complicated 
cycles with changing structural economic factors. In addition, some investor behavior 
may need to shift. Lower rates point to higher valuations, but lower overall return. This 
means some investors will need to save more. Some may consider building income 
not only in the fixed income sleeve in their portfolio, but with a diversified allocation of 
stocks and bonds. Others still, with appropriate risk tolerance and time horizon, may 
need to reconsider their mix of insurance and investment products. 

Investable ideas: 

Revisit mix of insurance and investment products; portfolio construction  

and diversification; active management; income-building stocks and bonds. 

Identifying opportunity amid structural change 
We do not have a crystal ball, and believe it is essential to remain humble in the face  
of seismic shifts in the world around us. Past crises and pandemics are unlikely to 
give clear clues as to the path ahead. Instead, we are thoughtfully watchful of the 
changes that will come, and open to the opportunities that they provide us.

We believe that innovation and creativity will be most important to embrace. The 
sectors and styles that have done well at the beginning of new economic cycles in 
the past may not provide the same value in the future. Companies — and investors —  
will need to evolve.

Our strength as multi-asset investors is derived from experience across multiple 
cycles, as well as the depth and breadth of the New York Life Investments platform.  
It is not only market factors that are shifting, but the nature and structure of investment 
opportunities and styles. In periods of structural change like this, deep institutional 
knowledge and a proven and repeatable process can provide significant value in 
investment selection. 
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Finding an edge through a 
thoughtful investment philosophy
The Multi-Asset Solutions (MAS) team approaches each investment decision with deep 
expertise, skill, and quality inputs. Underpinning this process is a core philosophy of 
partnership and collaboration, predicated on integrity, consistency, and wise investing.

The team’s collective experience is enhanced with a thoughtful combination of fundamental 
and quantitative analysis. Using these inputs, the team identifies investment opportunities 
based on four core variables.

Four tried and tested inputs 
identify investment opportunities 

 

Economic cycle:  
Assessing economic  
growth and business 
conditions

Momentum:  
Following pervasive  
market trends

Value signals:  
Searching for sound 
investments at a 
discount

Investor sentiment:  
Mitigating the impact  
of and capitalizing on  
swings in investor  
sentiment

If you are interested in learning more about our methodology, or in applying these  
investible ideas to your portfolio, please contact the Multi-Asset Solutions team at:  
NYLI_MultiAssetSolutions@newyorklife.com.
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Why the Multi-Asset Solutions team?
We are New York Life Investment’s specialists in multi-asset investing, assisting our 
partners in their persistent pursuit of investment success.

Access
We leverage the depth 
and breadth of the  
New York Life Investments 
platform to support our 
clients and partners.

Skill
We identify smart 
investments while providing 
profitable and secure 
long-term outcomes.

Navigation
We guide our partners 
through the rapidly 
changing investment 
environment using research 
and innovation.

Multi-Asset Strategies
Asset allocation strategies 
designed to capitalize on  
market opportunities within  
a variety of investment 
objectives. 

n Allocation funds

n Model delivery

n Separate accounts

Market Intelligence
Investment services 
designed to support our 
partners and our investors.

n Market insights

n Risk analysis

n Investment strategy

n Financial education

Customized Solutions
Strategic partnerships  
designed to help meet 
investment objectives  
through holistic solutions.

n Global tactical allocation

n Risk modeling

n Income generation

n Inflation protection

Partner with us
Our mission is to build, preserve, and grow financial assets alongside our partners with 
integrity and respect through quality investments, education, and innovation.
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Definitions
Active investing is an investment strategy involving ongoing 
buying and selling actions by the investor. Active investors 
purchase investments and continuously monitor their activity  
to exploit profitable conditions. Active management typically 
charges higher fees. 

Beta is a measure of a stock’s volatility in relation to the  
overall market.

Basis points (bps) are a unit of measure used in finance to 
describe percentage change in the value or rate of a financial 
instrument. One basis point is equivalent to 0.01% (1/100th of 
percent) or 0.0001 in decimal form. 

Capital expenditures (CAPEX) are funds used by a company 
to acquire, upgrade, and maintain physical assets such as 
property, buildings, an industrial plant, technology, or equipment. 

The Consumer Price Index (CPI) is a measure of the average 
change over time in the prices paid by urban consumers for a 
market basket of consumer goods and services.

Diversification is a risk management strategy that mixes a wide 
variety of investments within a portfolio. 

A drawdown is a peak-to-trough decline during a specific period 
for an investment, trading account, or fund. 

The delinquency rate captures loans and leases, held by 
commercial banks, that are past due by thirty days or more.

Earnings per share (EPS) is calculated as a company’s profit 
divided by the outstanding shares of its common stock. 

Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) refers to the 
three central factors in measuring the sustainability and societal 
impact of an investment in a company or business.

The money supply is the total value of money available in an 
economy at a point of time. M2 money supply incorporates cash 
and deposits (M1) as well as other highly liquid securities such as 
money market securities or mutual funds.

Quantitative easing (QE) is a monetary policy whereby a central 
bank buys government bonds or other financial assets in order to 
inject money into the economy to expand economic activity.

Standard deviation is a statistical measurement that, when 
applied to the annual rate of return of an investment, sheds light 
on the historical volatility of that investment. 

Tracking error is the divergence between the price behavior of  
a position or a portfolio and the price behavior of a benchmark.

The 10-year Treasury note is a debt obligation issued by the 
United States government with a maturity of 10 years upon  
initial issuance.

Index definitions
The MSCI ACWI Index is designed to represent performance  
of the full opportunity set of large- and mid-cap stocks across 
 23 developed and 26 emerging markets.

The Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI) is an index of the 
prevailing direction of economic trends in the manufacturing  
and service sectors.

The S&P 500 Index is widely regarded as the standard for 
measuring large-cap U.S. stock market performance. 
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